1.0 REVISED RECOMMENDATIONS AND AUDIT STANDARDS

1.1 Recommendations 2003 (*Unchanged from the 1998 recommendations)

Diagnosis

- The correct diagnosis of acute pancreatitis should be made in all patients within 48 hours of admission (recommendation grade C).
- The aetiology of acute pancreatitis should be determined in at least 80% of cases and no more than 20% should be classified as idiopathic (recommendation grade B).
- Although amylase is widely available and provides acceptable accuracy of diagnosis, where lipase estimation is available it is preferred for the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis (recommendation grade A).
- Where doubt exists, imaging may be used: ultrasonography is often unhelpful and pancreatic imaging by contrast enhanced computed tomography provides good evidence for the presence or absence of pancreatitis (recommendation grade C).

Assessment

- The definitions of severity, as proposed in the Atlanta criteria, should be used. However, organ failure present within the first week, which resolves within 48 hours, should not be considered an indicator of a severe attack of acute pancreatitis (recommendation grade B).
- Available prognostic features which predict complications in acute pancreatitis are clinical impression of severity, obesity, or APACHE II > 8 in the first 24 hours of admission, and C-reactive protein > 150 mg/l, Glasgow score 3 or more, or persisting organ failure after 48 hours in hospital (recommendation grade B).
- Patients with persisting organ failure, signs of sepsis, or deterioration in clinical status 6–10 days after admission will require computed tomography (recommendation grade B).

Prevention of complications

- The evidence to enable a recommendation about antibiotic prophylaxis against infection of pancreatic necrosis is conflicting and difficult to interpret. Some trials show benefit, others do not. At present there is no consensus on this issue.
- If antibiotic prophylaxis is used, it should be given for a maximum of 14 days (recommendation grade B). Further studies are needed (recommendation grade C).
- The evidence is not conclusive to support the use of enteral nutrition in all patients with severe acute pancreatitis. However, if nutritional support is required, the enteral route should be used if that can be tolerated (recommendation grade A).
- The nasogastric route for feeding can be used as it appears to be effective in 80% of cases (recommendation grade B).

Treatment of gall stones

- Urgent therapeutic endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) should be performed in patients with acute pancreatitis of suspected or proven gall stone aetiology who satisfy the criteria for predicted or actual severe pancreatitis, or when there is cholangitis, jaundice, or a dilated common bile duct. The procedure is best carried out within the first 72 hours after the onset of pain. All patients undergoing early ERCP for severe gall stone pancreatitis require endoscopic sphincterotomy whether or not stones are found in the bile duct (recommendation grades B and C).
- Patients with signs of cholangitis require endoscopic sphincterotomy or duct drainage by stenting to ensure relief of biliary obstruction (recommendation grade A).
- All patients with biliary pancreatitis should undergo definitive management of gall stones during the same hospital admission, unless a clear plan has been made for definitive treatment within the next two weeks (recommendation grade C).

Management of necrosis

- *All patients with severe acute pancreatitis should be managed in a high dependency unit or intensive therapy unit with full monitoring and systems support (recommendation grade B).
- All patients with persistent symptoms and greater than 30% pancreatic necrosis, and those with smaller areas of necrosis and clinical suspicion of sepsis, should undergo image guided fine needle aspiration to obtain...
material for culture 7–14 days after the onset of pancreatitis (recommendation grade B).

- Patients with infected necrosis will require intervention to completely debride all cavities containing necrotic material (recommendation grade B).

- The choice of surgical technique for necrosectomy, and subsequent postoperative management, depends on individual features and locally available expertise (recommendation grade B).

**Provision of services**

- Every hospital that receives acute admissions should have a single nominated clinical team to manage all patients with acute pancreatitis (recommendation grade C).

- "Management in, or referral to, a specialist unit is necessary for patients with extensive necrotising pancreatitis or with other complications who may require intensive therapy unit care, or interventional radiological, endoscopic, or surgical procedures (recommendation grade B)."

**1.2 Audit standards in acute pancreatitis**

The Guideline Committee recommend that all patients with acute pancreatitis should be included in prospective audits to encourage improved standards of care in all units. Regionally based audits would allow collection of data on all cases in a referral population. To this end, the following audit standards are proposed.

- Mortality should be lower than 10% overall, and less than 30% in severe (that is, complicated) pancreatitis.

- The correct diagnosis of acute pancreatitis should be made in all patients within 48 hours of admission.

- The aetiology of acute pancreatitis should be determined in at least 80% of cases and no more than 20% should be classified as idiopathic.

- Severity stratification should be made in all patients within 48 hours of diagnosis.

- Patients with persisting organ failure, signs of sepsis, or deterioration in clinical status 6–10 days after admission should have computed tomography using a dedicated pancreas protocol.

- All patients with severe acute pancreatitis should be managed in a high dependency unit or intensive therapy unit with full monitoring and systems support.

- Antibiotic prophylaxis against infection of the necrosis should not be given for more than 14 days in the absence of positive cultures.

- All patients with biliary pancreatitis should undergo definitive management of gall stones during the same hospital admission, unless a clear plan for definitive treatment within the next two weeks has been made.

- Patients with extensive necrotising pancreatitis or with other complications who may require ITU care, or interventional radiological, endoscopic, or surgical procedures, should be managed in, or referred to, a specialist unit.

- Radiological facilities should be available to permit ultrasound examination of the gall bladder within 24 hours of diagnosis of acute pancreatitis. Specialist units will have access at any time to contrast enhanced helical or multislice computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, percutaneous image guided aspiration and drainage techniques, and angiography for the early assessment and treatment of abdominal and other complications.

- Facilities and expertise should be available for ERCP to be performed at any time for common bile duct evaluation followed by sphincterotomy and stone extraction or stenting, as required.

**2.0 INTRODUCTION**

In 1998 the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) published UK guidelines on the management of acute pancreatitis. A planned revision after two years was anticipated. The BSG as the prime sponsor of these guidelines initiated a review process in 2000. These guidelines are part of a series sponsored by the BSG, and a policy decision was taken in that organisation to modify the format of the guidelines, to enable the dissemination of summary documents listing the main conclusions, recommendations, and audit standards, with a subsidiary document reviewing the evidence in detail. The present document uses this new format; in addition it focuses on developments since 1998. Although some revisions are necessary, the main evidence base was well reviewed previously, and remains valuable.

Three further documents provide a substantial review of the evidence. An ad hoc consensus group reported in 1999 and identified some important modifications in the definition of severity and complications. Their report also considered surgical treatment which had not been discussed in the 1998 guidelines. Recently, a working party of the World Association of Gastroenterology has produced a further set of guidelines for the management of acute pancreatitis, and the International Association of Pancreatology has published guidelines on the surgical management of acute pancreatitis.

The present document represents the view of the UK societies that contributed to its development, together with comments from invited overseas participants. The evidence supporting these views can in large part be found in the documents cited above but specific reference is made to clinical evidence where appropriate, to support differences of opinion or to update the evidence base. These guidelines should be reviewed after no more than five years and should be applied with appropriate consideration of changes in the evidence base.

**3.0 EPIDEMIOLOGY**

The incidence of acute pancreatitis in the UK appears to be rising. This is certainly true in Scotland and appears also to be the case in the South of England. Incidence ranges in the UK from 150 to 420 cases per million population.

**4.0 DEFINITION OF SEVERITY**

The Atlanta criteria for severity are widely accepted. The summary of these criteria in the World Association guidelines is inadequate and the reader is referred to the original publication. Two points should be noted. Firstly, there is a distinction between severe acute pancreatitis defined by the presence of a complication, and predicted severe acute pancreatitis as determined by multifactor scoring systems or other predictive tests. Secondly, the definition of acute pseudocyst is a fluid collection persisting for more than four weeks, arising from an attack of acute pancreatitis.

The Santorini consensus conference highlighted the difficulty of distinguishing pseudocyst from other peripancreatic collections using computed tomography (CT) alone. It is recommended that definite imaging evidence of fluid (as opposed to necrotic tissue) be obtained using ultrasound or magnetic resonance (MR) before this diagnosis is considered. In clinical practice it is wise to consider all localised collections following necrotising pancreatitis to be localised necrosis until proved otherwise (evidence category C).
A further modification to the Atlanta criteria is proposed in a recent publication from Glasgow. In a prospective observational study it was found that patients with organ failure that had persisted for more than 48 hours had a mortality rate in excess of 50%; by contrast, patients with organ failure that resolved within 48 hours had a mortality rate of zero. This observation has been confirmed in a larger group of patients recruited across the UK.

**Recommendation**

- The definitions of severity, as proposed in the Atlanta criteria, should be used. However, organ failure present within the first week, which resolves within 48 hours, should not be considered an indicator of a severe attack of acute pancreatitis (recommendation grade B).

### 5.0 IDIOPATHIC ACUTE PANCREATITIS

In most series, gall stone disease represents approximately half the cases of acute pancreatitis, and 20–25% are related to alcohol abuse. A small number of cases are caused by a variety of other causes but a residual group has no obvious cause and is labelled “idiopathic”.

The diagnosis of idiopathic pancreatitis should not be accepted in the absence of a vigorous search for gall stones. As a minimum, it is necessary to obtain at least two good quality ultrasound examinations. After one negative ultrasound examination, the most sensitive test for diagnosis of gall stones that may have been missed remains a further ultrasound examination.

The advent of endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) and magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) increased the range of tests available to search for a cause of acute pancreatitis. There is little evidence to support their routine use in all cases of idiopathic acute pancreatitis. In recurrent cases, EUS may detect microlithiasis in the gall bladder or common bile duct, and MRCP will demonstrate most duct stones and ductal anomalies such as pancreas divisum.

EUS is as accurate and safer than endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) for the detection of common bile duct stones. The technique requires considerable expertise and is not widely available in the UK; urgent action is required to provide access to EUS on a regional or sub-regional basis. EUS can be used to identify patients who require therapeutic ERCP.

Bile sampling may be the only way to identify patients with recurrent acute pancreatitis due to microlithiasis. Biliary manometry (used for the identification of sphincter of Oddi dysfunction) carries a significant risk of precipitating acute pancreatitis and should be performed only in specialist units. Careful patient selection is required to identify those who may benefit from manometry and subsequent treatment.

Fasting blood lipids and calcium concentrations should be determined. Early and convalescent viral antibody titres (mumps, Coxsackie B4, and others) may identify a possible cause although no specific therapy will result. The possibility of an underlying neoplasm or chronic pancreatitis should be considered and investigated as appropriate.

The previous UK guidelines recommended that no more than 20–25% of patients should be classified as idiopathic. Some authors report values as low as 10%, However, it seems that such a low value is unrealistic in general clinical practice in the UK.

Table 1 shows a suggested plan of investigation of patients with acute pancreatitis, to determine the cause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Investigations helpful to determine the cause of acute pancreatitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>History</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial investigations (acute phase)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Follow up investigations (recovery phase)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Genetic analysis is only indicated in the presence of a family history of one or more of the following: acute pancreatitis, recurrent undiagnosed abdominal pain, pancreatic carcinoma, or type 1 diabetes mellitus. MRCP, magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography; ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography. Modified from the World Association guidelines.*

### 6.0 DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS

Clinical features (abdominal pain and vomiting) together with elevation of plasma concentrations of pancreatic enzymes are the cornerstones of diagnosis. Pancreatic enzymes are released into the circulation during an acute attack. Levels peak early, and decline over 3–4 days. “An important concept derives from this: the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis should not rely on arbitrary limits of values 3 or 4 times greater than normal, but values should be interpreted in light of the time since the onset of abdominal pain”.

The half life of elevated amylase is shorter than that of lipase. Because it persists longer after the onset of the attack and because the pancreas is the only source of lipase, estimation of plasma lipase has slightly superior sensitivity and specificity and greater overall accuracy than amylase.

Plain radiographs contribute little to the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis. Ultrasound may show pancreatic swelling but the pancreas is visualised in only 25–50% of patients with acute pancreatitis. The value of ultrasonography lies in its ability to demonstrate gall bladder stones and dilatation of the common bile duct, as well as other pathology unrelated to the pancreas such as abdominal aortic aneurysm. CT is occasionally indicated for diagnosis, if clinical and biochemical findings are inconclusive, especially when abdominal signs raise the possibility of an alternative abdominal emergency, such as a perforation or infarction of the bowel.
7.0 PREDICTION OF SEVERITY

Table 2 outlines features that predict a severe attack of acute pancreatitis. There is agreement that there is still a need for an early objective measure of severity (recommendation grade C). Clinical examination in the first 24 hours of admission although specific lacks sensitivity and hence is unreliable and should be supported by objective measures (recommendation grade A).

It is clear that C reactive protein is a useful indicator of severity. It is more than 48 hours after onset of symptoms. The Santorini consensus and the World Association guidelines recommend a cut off of 150 mg/l and this value should replace the level recommended in the 1998 guidelines.

Immediate assessment should include clinical evaluation, particularly of any cardiovascular, respiratory, and renal compromise, body mass index, chest x-ray, and APACHE II score. The presence of any organ failure should be documented. After 24 hours in hospital, clinical assessment and documentation of organ failure are required. The APACHE II score should be repeated to record the worst values in the first 24 hours. The Glasgow score may be applied at this stage although it will not be complete until 48 hours. Taking account of the time since onset of symptoms, measurement of C reactive protein may be useful at this time.

By 48 hours after admission, the patient’s clinical state, Glasgow score, and C reactive protein can all contribute to the assessment of severity, in addition to the features noted earlier.

Activation peptides of pancreatic enzymes, in particular trypsinogen activation peptide and carboxypeptidase activation peptide, have been shown to provide good prognostic information in acute pancreatitis. However, rapid assays suitable for clinical use are not yet available so activation peptides are not listed in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Features that may predict a severe attack, present within 48 hours of admission to hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial assessment</strong></td>
<td>Clinical impression of severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body mass index &gt; 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleural effusion on chest radiograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APACHE II score &gt; 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24 h after admission</strong></td>
<td>Clinical impression of severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APACHE II score &gt; 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glasgow score 3 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persisting organ failure, especially if multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C reactive protein &gt; 150 mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>48 h after admission</strong></td>
<td>Clinical impression of severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glasgow score 3 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C reactive protein &gt; 150 mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persisting organ failure for 48 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-organ failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified from the World Association guidelines.

Subsequent monitoring of progress depends on repeated clinical evaluation, regular estimation of C reactive protein levels (twice weekly) and CT when indicated. There is no evidence to support the use of repeated APACHE II scores for monitoring progress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients with persisting organ failure, signs of sepsis, or deterioration in clinical status 6–10 days after admission will require CT (recommendation grade B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.0 CT IN ACUTE PANCREATITIS

8.1 Initial assessment by CT

In the UK it is not current practice to perform early CT for the detection and staging of severe cases of acute pancreatitis. Despite a study that showed no greater mortality after early CT, anxieties persist over the potential for extension of necrosis and exacerbation of renal impairment following the use of intravenous contrast media. Furthermore, it is not clear how soon the full extent of the necrotic process will occur, but it is at least four days after the onset of symptoms and early CT may therefore underestimate the final severity of the disease. Finally, unless some management decision is required based on the extent of necrosis (for example, use of prophylactic antibiotics), CT for staging is unlikely to materially affect the management of patients with acute pancreatitis during the first week of the illness. If CT staging of acute pancreatitis is required, the CT severity index, as proposed by Balthazar and colleagues, should be used (table 3). There is also evidence that the site of pancreatic necrosis is an important prognostic factor with a worse outcome observed in patients with necrosis affecting the head of the pancreas. The findings of free intraperitoneal fluid and extensive peripancreatic fat stranding (which can be demonstrated on non-contrast scans) have also been demonstrated to be associated with worse outcome. The role of CT in the evaluation of severe pancreatitis has recently been reviewed. Patients with persisting organ failure, or in whom new organ failure develops, and in those with persisting pain and signs of sepsis, will require evaluation by dynamic contrast enhanced CT. CT evidence of necrosis correlates well with the risk of other local and systemic complications. The decision to perform CT will usually be taken after approximately one week of hospital admission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients with persisting organ failure, signs of sepsis, or deterioration in clinical status 6–10 days after admission will require CT (recommendation grade B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 CT protocol

Inadequate information often results from poor CT technique. A pancreas protocol will ensure best use of resources. Spiral or multislice CT is required for assessment of acute pancreatitis. The speed and flexibility of these scanners are beneficial for these sick patients. Precise technique will depend on scanner specifications but all patients should be given approximately 500 ml of oral contrast by mouth or nasogastric tube. An initial scan without intravenous contrast
allows pancreatic levels to be identified and demonstrates the extent of peripancreatic change. A post contrast series is obtained after a bolus intravenous injection of 100 ml of non-ionic contrast delivered at 3 ml/s using a power injector. Images through the pancreatic bed should be obtained using thin collimation (5 mm or less) commencing approximately 40 seconds after the start of the injection. Non-opacification of at least one third of the pancreas, or an area >3 cm diameter, indicates necrosis. A second series of images beginning at 65 seconds after injection (portal venous phase) will give information about patency of the main peripancreatic veins. CT of the pancreas without intravenous contrast enhancement gives suboptimal information and should be avoided.

8.3 Follow up CT
Patients with mild pancreatitis, or patients with a CT severity index of 0–2, require further CT only if there is a change in the patient’s clinical status that suggests a new complication.

In patients with a CT severity index of 3–10, additional follow up scans are recommended only if the patient’s clinical status deteriorates or fails to show continued improvement. However, some would advise a single further scan in patients who make an apparently uncomplicated recovery, before the patient is discharged from hospital, to detect the presence of asymptomatic complications such as pseudocyst or arterial pseudoaneurysm.  

9.0 INITIAL MANAGEMENT AND PREVENTION OF COMPLICATIONS
Adequate prompt fluid resuscitation is crucial in the prevention of systemic complications. Although the majority of patients will have mild disease that resolves spontaneously, it is difficult to detect patients at risk of complications early in the hospital admission. There is some evidence that early oxygen supplementation and fluid resuscitation may be associated with resolution of organ failure, and early resolution of organ failure is associated with very low mortality, so it is appropriate to ensure that all patients with acute pancreatitis receive adequate oxygen and fluids until it is clear that the danger of organ failure has passed. Oxygen saturation should be measured continuously and supplemental oxygen should be administered to maintain an arterial saturation greater than 95%. Fluids are given intravenously (crystalloid or colloid as required) to maintain urine output >0.5 ml/kg body weight. The rate of fluid replacement should be monitored by frequent measurement of central venous pressure in appropriate patients. It is wise to treat every patient aggressively until disease severity has been established.  

10.0 SPECIFIC DRUG THERAPY
There is no proven therapy for the treatment of acute pancreatitis. Despite initial encouraging results, antiproteases such as gabexate, antisecretory agents such as octreotide, and anti-inflammatory agents such as leupipafant have all proved disappointingly in large randomised studies.  

11.0 PROPHYLACTIC ANTIBIOTICS
Infection of necrosis is the most serious local complication of acute pancreatitis and is associated with a high mortality rate (40%). There has been considerable interest in the potential to prevent infection by administration of prophylactic antibiotics.

The available studies are not individually conclusive although some have shown benefit from antibiotic prophylaxis. These studies used different antibiotic drugs, different selection criteria, and different durations of treatment. Definitions of severe disease vary between the trials but in each the aim was to deliver antimicrobial prophylaxis to patients with severe acute pancreatitis with evidence of pancreatic necrosis. Duration of prophylaxis was relatively long (up to 14 days). All of these studies were small, and several did not have sufficient power to assess the effect of antibiotics on mortality rate. Combination of the numbers observed in these studies suggests that there may be a significant reduction in complications and deaths in patients with predicted severe acute pancreatitis treated with prophylactic antibiotics (table 4) but this ignores the major inconsistencies within and between these trials.

The difficulties of interpretation are examined in detail in a recent Cochrane review. The trials reviewed used different antibiotics given for varying periods. There is variation in the findings between studies, with different end points showing large treatment effects in different trials. This heterogeneity makes meta-analysis less reliable and indicates the need for further double blind randomised controlled trials.

Mortality rates and infected necrosis were assessed in four studies which showed significance in favour of prophylactic antibiotics (odds ratio 0.32 (p = 0.02) and odds ratio 0.51 (p = 0.04), respectively). Extrapancreatic infection was evaluated in three studies but showed no significant advantage for therapy (odds ratio 0.47 (p = 0.05)). Operative treatment data were available in three studies but surgery rates were not significantly reduced (odds ratio 0.55, p = 0.08). Fungal infections showed no strongly increased preponderance with therapy (odds ratio 0.83, p = 0.7) but there were no data on infection with resistant organisms. Duration of hospital stay could only be evaluated in two studies and was not significantly different. Subgroup analyses planned for the influence on outcome measures of the antibiotic regimen, the time of commencement of therapy in relation to symptom onset and/or hospitalisation, duration of therapy, and aetiology could not be performed as no data were available.

A more recent trial from Germany which compared ciprofloxacin/metronidazole and placebo is the only double blind placebo controlled trial published to date. The results do not support the use of prophylactic antibiotics. This study was stopped after interim analysis of 76 patients with necrosis (of a total of 114 patients randomised) showed no differences in the primary outcomes of infected necrosis, systemic complications, and mortality rates. However, infectious complications, multiple organ failure, sepsis, or systemic inflammatory response syndrome occurred in only 28% of patients who received antibiotics compared with 46% of the placebo group. All

**Table 3** Computed tomography (CT) grading of severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT grade</th>
<th>Complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Normal pancreas</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Oedematous pancreatitis</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) B plus mild extrapancreatic changes</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Severe extrapancreatic changes including one fluid collection</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Multiple or extensive extrapancreatic collections</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CT severity index = CT grade+necrosis score

Necrosis

None: 0
One third: 1
Two thirds: 2
Half: 3
All: 4

Modified from the World Association guidelines and based on Balthazar and colleagues.  

Computed tomography (CT) grading of severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT grade</th>
<th>Complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Normal pancreas</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Oedematous pancreatitis</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) B plus mild extrapancreatic changes</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Severe extrapancreatic changes including one fluid collection</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Multiple or extensive extrapancreatic collections</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CT severity index = CT grade+necrosis score

Necrosis

None: 0
One third: 1
Two thirds: 2
Half: 3
All: 4

Modified from the World Association guidelines and based on Balthazar and colleagues.
patients with these features received treatment with antibiotics. As a consequence, non-study antibiotics were started in nearly half of the placebo group after a median of five days which introduces a significant bias against the treatment effect and makes interpretation of this trial difficult.

Antibiotics are unlikely to be affect outcome in patients without extensive necrosis. The risk of infected necrosis and infection in the peripancreatic tissue is very small when there is less than 30% necrosis. Thus it is reasonable to suppose, although no evidence exists at present to support this view, that prophylactic antibiotic therapy should be considered only for patients with CT evidence of more than 30% necrosis of the pancreas.

There remains no consensus view on the value of antibiotic prophylaxis. Even among proponents of prophylaxis there is little agreement on either the choice of agent or the duration of therapy. Although concerns have been expressed about the risk of encouraging selective growth of resistant organisms, the results of bacterial culture of fine needle aspirates from areas of pancreatic necrosis in the randomised trials reported to date have not addressed this issue. Rates of fungal infection are less than 10% and similar in treatment and control groups. In the trials, prophylaxis has usually been used for a defined period (table 4). If antibiotic prophylaxis is used, it seems sensible to limit the duration of prophylaxis to 7–14 days. Treatment should not be continued beyond that time without evidence of infection provided by bacterial growth on culture. When such evidence exists, appropriate antibiotic therapy should be guided by the results of sensitivity testing in accordance with critical care medicine guidelines.43

12.0 SELECTIVE GUT DECONTAMINATION

No further evidence has been published to support the one large randomised controlled trial44 which has been conducted in patients with severe pancreatitis, to examine the effect of selective gut decontamination, in combination with intravenous antibiotics, on outcome in acute pancreatitis. In that study there was no statistically significant reduction in mortality rate. It is not clear whether the reported benefits of treatment arose from the use of intravenous antibiotics or from gut decontamination. Therefore, at present, selective gut decontamination cannot be recommended in patients with acute pancreatitis.

### Table 4 Trials of antibiotic prophylaxis against untreated controls in severe acute pancreatitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
<th>Pancreatic infection</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pederzoli45</td>
<td>Imipenem</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5/41</td>
<td>10/33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarnis40</td>
<td>Cefotaxime</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9/20</td>
<td>12/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delcenserie46</td>
<td>Ceftriaxime, amikacin, metronidazole</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0/11</td>
<td>3/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwarz47</td>
<td>Ofloxacin, metronidazole</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>8/13</td>
<td>7/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordback48</td>
<td>Imipenem/cilastatin</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>2/25</td>
<td>14/33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isenmann49</td>
<td>Ciprofloxacin, metronidazole</td>
<td>14 (3-23)</td>
<td>7/58</td>
<td>5/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>31/178</td>
<td>51/177</td>
<td>10/178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values given are the numbers of infections or deaths and the numbers in each group. (The Isenmann study was placebo controlled: 46% of placebo group received non-trial antibiotics after a median of five days).

Significantly fewer infections ($\chi^2=5.87, p<0.02$) and deaths ($\chi^2=7.06, p<0.01$) were seen overall in patients treated with antibiotics.

13.0 ENTERAL NUTRITION

Nutritional support was not considered in the previous UK guidelines. The Santorini consensus and the World Association guidelines comment on five studies that demonstrate the safety of enteral feeding in patients with acute pancreatitis. There is no benefit from enteral feeding in mild pancreatitis, and these patients need have no dietary restrictions. Artificial feeding may be used in acute pancreatitis either to prevent complications or to provide long term nutritional support.

In patients with severe disease, oral intake is inhibited by nausea; the acute inflammatory response is associated with impaired gut mucosal barrier function. It has been suggested that nutritional support may help to preserve mucosal function and limit the stimulus to the inflammatory response. In these circumstances enteral feeding seems to be safer than parenteral feeding, with fewer septic complications.45–46 It is also cheaper. These findings are supported by a further small study which demonstrated minor clinical advantages in recovery time in patients who received early enteral nutrition compared with those receiving parenteral nutrition.47 However, another randomised comparison, of enteral feeding versus no nutritional support, failed to demonstrate any effect of enteral feeding on markers of the inflammatory response.48

The use of enteral feeding may be limited by ileus. If this persists for more than five days, parenteral nutrition will be required.

Various formulations have been used in pancreatitis, but no comparative studies exist to determine the relative merits of standard, partially digested, elemental, or “immune enhanced” formulations.

The majority of studies have reported enteral feeding via a nasojejunal tube; there is some evidence that nasogastric feeding may be feasible in up to 80% of cases.49 Caution should be used when administering nasogastric feed to patients with impaired consciousness because of the risk of aspiration of refluxed feed.

---

**Recommendation**

- The evidence to enable a recommendation about antibiotic prophylaxis against infection of pancreatic necrosis is conflicting and difficult to interpret. Some trials show benefit, others do not. At present there is no consensus on this issue. If antibiotic prophylaxis is used, it should be given for a maximum of 14 days (recommendation grade B). Further studies are needed (recommendation grade C).

- The evidence is not conclusive to support the use of enteral nutrition in all patients with severe acute pancreatitis. However, if nutritional support is required, the enteral route should be used if that can be tolerated (grade A). The nasogastric route for feeding can be used as it appears to be effective in 80% of cases (grade B).
14.0 GALL STONE PANCREATITIS AND TREATMENT OF GALL STONES

14.1 Endoscopic sphincterotomy

There are now three randomised trials\(^{49–51}\) of endoscopic sphincterotomy versus no treatment in patients with gall stones and predicted severe acute pancreatitis. These are discussed in detail in the Santorini consensus and the World Association guidelines, together with a further randomised trial published only in abstract form.

**Recommendation**

- Urgent therapeutic ERCP should be performed in patients with acute pancreatitis of suspected or proven gall stone aetiology who satisfy the criteria for predicted or actual severe acute pancreatitis, or when there is cholangitis, jaundice, or a dilated common bile duct. The procedure is best carried out within the first 72 hours after the onset of pain. All patients undergoing early ERCP for severe gall stone pancreatitis require endoscopic sphincterotomy whether or not stones are found in the bile duct (recommendation grades B and C). Patients with signs of cholangitis require endoscopic sphincterotomy or duct drainage by stenting to ensure relief of biliary obstruction (recommendation grade A).

14.2 Timing of cholecystectomy

After an attack of mild acute pancreatitis, patients with gall stones should undergo definitive treatment in order to prevent recurrence of pancreatitis. There is a significant risk of further acute pancreatitis which may be severe and life threatening. Definitive treatment of gall stones will usually be by cholecystectomy, either laparoscopic or open, with operative cholangiography, unless there are significant risk factors for operative treatment. For unfit patients, endoscopic sphincterotomy alone is adequate treatment. All patients who have gall stones and acute pancreatitis require imaging of the bile duct. The Working Group felt strongly that definitive treatment should not be delayed more than two weeks after discharge from hospital, and that it is preferable to achieve this goal during the same admission to avoid potential delay from cancellation. Such delay exposes the patient to a risk of potentially fatal recurrent acute pancreatitis.

Cholecystectomy should be delayed in patients with severe acute pancreatitis until signs of lung injury and systemic disturbance have resolved.

**Recommendation**

- All patients with biliary pancreatitis should undergo definitive management of gall stones during the same hospital admission, unless a clear plan has been made for definitive treatment within the next two weeks (recommendation grade C).

15.0 CRITICAL CARE MANAGEMENT

Patients with severe acute pancreatitis have an increased risk of death. Patients who die usually have evidence of organ failure. The group at greatest risk is those patients with organ failure persisting for more than 48 hours during the first week.\(^{32}\) All patients with predicted severe acute pancreatitis should be monitored closely, preferably in a high dependency unit. When there is organ dysfunction or organ failure, supportive treatment should be provided in an appropriate critical care facility.

**Recommendation**

- All patients with severe acute pancreatitis should be managed in a high dependency unit or intensive therapy unit with full monitoring and systems support (recommendation grade B).

16.0 SURGICAL TREATMENT FOR ACUTE PANCREATITIS AND PANCREATIC NECROSIS

Most patients with acute pancreatitis do not require surgical treatment of the pancreatic disease although many will subsequently undergo cholecystectomy. Occasionally, the diagnosis will be made at emergency laparotomy for suspected peritonitis although increasingly CT is used to obtain a preoperative diagnosis and avoid unnecessary laparotomy.

Expert consensus\(^{14}\) is that in this situation cholecystectomy with operative cholangiography should be performed. If stones are found in the common bile duct these should be removed if possible. The minimum manoeuvre would be external tube drainage of the common bile duct.

16.1 Indications for intervention in pancreatic necrosis

The decision to intervene depends on the clinical picture (evidence of sepsis) and demonstration by CT of pancreatic or peripancreatic necrosis. There is agreement that all patients with infected necrosis require intervention by radiological or surgical drainage.\(^{2–4}\) The infection may be diagnosed either by the presence of gas within the pancreatic collection or by fine needle aspiration. Patients with persistent symptoms for more than seven days, and greater than 30% pancreatic necrosis, and those with smaller areas of necrosis and clinical suspicion of sepsis should undergo image guided fine needle aspiration (FNA) to obtain material for culture.\(^{7–14}\) FNA is safe, and has very few complications, as well as high sensitivity and specificity for the detection of infection\(^{53–55}\)

Patients with apparently sterile necrosis may occasionally require operation but this is relatively uncommon.

**Recommendations**

- All patients with persistent symptoms and greater than 30% pancreatic necrosis, and those with smaller areas of necrosis and clinical suspicion of sepsis, should undergo image guided FNA to obtain material for culture 7–14 days after the onset of the pancreatitis (recommendation grade B).
- Patients with infected necrosis will require intervention to completely debride all cavities containing necrotic material (recommendation grade B).

16.2 Choice of interventional or surgical procedure

There is controversy over the roles of radiological drainage and surgical necrosectomy in the management of infected pancreatic and peripancreatic necrosis. Standard surgical practice is that all patients with infected necrosis should
undergo necrosectomy. This has been challenged by retrospective studies from referral centres describing good outcome in patients managed by percutaneous drains.

16.2.1 Radiological drainage
In one report, 31 patients with pancreatic abscess were managed by percutaneous drainage. There was a 31% primary success rate. Freemy et al also reported encouraging results: in 34 patients nearly half had successful treatment by catheter drainage and only nine required surgical drainage. This suggests that percutaneous wide bore drainage may be sufficient for the treatment of infected necrosis. However, many surgeons are sceptical that solid necrotic tissue can be evacuated along a drain of any size, unless the necrotic tissue has already softened and liquefied, as in pancreatic abscess.

16.2.2 Surgical debridement
Thorough debridement of necrotic tissue is essential during any surgical intervention. Following this, the abdomen may be closed over drains, packed and left open, or closed over drains and the pancreatic cavity irrigated. There is no clear evidence to support one or other of these techniques over the others. Indeed, the available evidence suggests that overall mortality rate is similar with all three approaches but the postoperative mortality rate depends on selection criteria for operation. One randomised comparison was discontinued early because more complications were seen with closed drainage and irrigation than in those treated with closed drainage alone. The choice of surgical technique can be based on clinically derived experience and local expertise.

A new approach for surgical debridement of infected necrosis offers the potential to debride necrotic tissue with minimal systemic disturbance, by approaching the cavity along the track of a percutaneously placed drain. The cavity is then debrided piecemeal with an operating nephroscope. Several sessions may be required in order to achieve complete debridement. Postoperatively the cavity is continuously irrigated. This approach has not been tested against the traditional surgical approach in a randomised trial but comparison with historical controls suggests that it may be as safe as open operation. Further evidence is required to evaluate the place of this technique in the management of pancreatic necrosis.

Recommendation
- The choice of surgical technique for necrosectomy, and subsequent postoperative management depends on individual features and locally available expertise (recommendation grade B).

17.0 OTHER LOCAL COMPLICATIONS
Local complications of pancreatic necrosis, such as pseudocyst and pancreatic abscess, often require surgical, endoscopic, or radiological intervention. It is difficult to give precise guidance in this area because of the variations in patients, anatomical disturbance, and local expertise. Reported results of surgical and endoscopic drainage are similar, and percutaneous techniques may be successful in appropriate cases. Each case should be managed in an individualised way, by a multidisciplinary specialist pancreatic team, taking account of these features.

18.0 SPECIALIST TREATMENT AND THE PROVISION OF SERVICES
The requirement for specialist care for patients with severe acute pancreatitis, and the definition of a specialist team (table 5), are unchanged from the 1998 guidelines. Every hospital that receives acute admissions should have a single nominated clinical team to manage all patients with acute pancreatitis. If the full range of specialist services is not available in their hospital, the nominated team should coordinate local management where possible, and referral to a specialist unit where appropriate. The presence of >30% necrosis is a useful marker of the most severe cases and should prompt discussion with or referral to a specialist unit. In every hospital, the nominated team should maintain regular and prospective audit of all patients with acute pancreatitis. This audit activity should be coordinated at a regional level.

Recommendations
- Every hospital that receives acute admissions should have a single nominated clinical team to manage all patients with acute pancreatitis (recommendation grade C).
- Management in, or referral to, a specialist unit is necessary for patients with extensive necrotising pancreatitis (>30% necrosis) or with other complications who may require ITU care, or interventional radiological, endoscopic, or surgical procedures (recommendation grade B).
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